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EVERY GRADE IN EVERY SUBJECT COUNTS 
 

PRIORY COMMUNITY SCHOOL  
SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2017 - 18                 

We are Proud to be Priory  
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Colleagues 
 
STRONGER TOGETHER – a new era in North Worle 

 
Year 2 of our Multi-Academy Trust (MAT). 
 

The Priory Learning Trust (The PLT) became a reality on August 1st 2016 and we now enter our second year. 
 

The PLT is a MAT and a sponsor Trust operating initially within Weston-super-Mare. We aim to be the very best 

'emerging’ MAT in the UK. We will continue to work alongside our own Teaching School Alliance (TSA), called The 
PLT TSA. We have ongoing leadership programmes and a 12-strong cohort of School Direct places at our schools 
from September 2017. This will add great capacity to our work. It is an exciting time with the Trust continuing to 

support Priory Community School – an Academy Trust (PCSA) and Worle Community School – an Academy Trust (WCSA), in all manner of 
ways. We hope two primary schools, St Anne’s and Castle Batch, will join us in April 2018.  
 

For clarity, I am The PLT’s Executive Principal and Martin Kerslake, is our Chief Operations Officer (COO). More appointments to The PLT’s 
‘central team’ have been made with Sharon Goddard-Lock as Director of Maths and Janet Criddle as our Director of Science. We will continue 
to promote internally but also look outwards for more great people to join the team.  
 

The 2017-18 ‘vision documents’ at both PCSA and WCSA this year are now in place. For too long local schools have not taken advantage 
of the clear benefits that joint working can bring to staff wellbeing and the outcomes for our students – there is a connection. This 

is now over. At long last, we will be stronger together. One very practical, but very important and joined-up development, is through our 
new joint catering contract with the tariff now set at £1.70 in each school - economies of scale in practice from a ‘doing Trust’.  
 

I am delighted to write this introduction for both the ‘vision documents’ and the School Development Plans (SDPs) at both PCSA and at WCSA. 
Jane McBride and Jacqui Scott are now our strong new Principals and they have put together, with colleagues, two exemplary vision documents 

and SDPs. These plans speak for themselves and they will guide the work of both secondary schools over the next year. It is a sobering fact 
to think that we will have nearly 3,000 students in our care again this September and 400+ teaching and support staff. We will have 
responsibility for a budget of around £17 million.  
 

The PLT will ensure that we are putting STUDENTS FIRST and CHERISHING OUR STAFF. 
 

It is an exciting time, but colleagues should know our view (and that of The PLT) on ‘plans’ – they are but pieces of paper and it is the 

day to day actions of empowered people that make the difference (Fullan).  
 

To reiterate, our schools, our MAT, and our TSA will ‘do’, not just ‘talk’ and ‘write’. We are only as strong as what happens 

each day at our schools.  
 

Let us continue to put STUDENTS FIRST, let us CHERISH OUR STAFF and let us be … MUCH STRONGER TOGETHER. 
 

Neville Coles - Executive Principal - The Priory Learning Trust … and still a teacher at heart and in everyday work!  
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Message from Jane McBride – Principal  
 

Earlier this year I was asked by a visitor to PCSA ‘What is your specialism?’. My answer was PCSAs unique 
relationships that all staff (not only teaching staff) have with our students. If we could bottle this and sell it we 

would be an extremely wealthy school! This makes us special and it is a result of years of investment in our young 
people. In a time of transition for all schools I hope that never changes and our approach remains the same within 
PCSA. Never under-estimate what a fantastic culture we have developed as one team and we will continue to do 

so. 
 

I have spoken about change and being agents of change many times. We all know that the headline measures at 

KS4 in last year’s performance tables were: progress 8, attainment 8, the percentage of students achieving a grade 
C or above in English and maths, and the percentage of students achieving the EBacc. Former accountability 

measures were not used, such as the 5 A*-C grade GCSEs including English and maths measure. Please do be clear 
that in the coming year PCSA will be held to account on outcomes for disadvantaged students more than ever 
before. We have to diminish the gap significantly and quite simply aim for a zero gap in all subjects. This is what 

an outstanding school should do each and every day. It is a tall order but we are PCSA. We have been able to accept  
9-4 measures as a success last year but now know we are measured on Grade 5 outcomes. At PCSA the message to 

‘strive for a five’ last year was clear but this is not the same this year, Grade 5 must be our target. We believe in our 
students and must remain positive and promote this growth mind set.  
 

PCSA will continue to be an outstanding school quite simply because: 
 

1. The teachers and the students of an outstanding school should be happy and professional. Outstanding schools have great staff who 
are proud. 

 

2. The whole atmosphere of an outstanding school must be conducive to good work. 
 

3. The personality of the teacher and its influence on a great school is key. Every minute of every day we are influencing the experience 
of our young people through our behaviour. Adults make the difference. The lesson is the main event of the day. 

 

4. An outstanding school has interest and enthusiasm and a core purpose – every grade in every subject counts. Remember all students 
should ‘strive for a five’ or higher 

 

5. A great school will have a balanced curriculum where lessons inspire. 
 

6. A great school is properly heated, lighted, ventilated and carefully looked after by a great site team along with 

great support staff. 
 

In short, being outstanding is not an act but a habit. This means that we must never stand still or be complacent. PCSA 
and our staff team should always practise being outstanding in every way. 
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GREAT HABITS = GREAT ROUTINES = SUCCESS 
 

Our brutal facts and focus this year has to be to: 
 

 Gain a positive P8 Score. We know that at this stage in the game 

it is impossible to have specific P8 scores however our data is 
indicating a -0.38 

 
 Improve Grade 5 outcomes 

 

 Improve Boys’ outcomes 
 

 Continue to close the gaps further 
 

 Predict with greater accuracy outcomes to gain a positive PAT 
score (well done to core science, PE and ECDL in this respect!). I 

acknowledge this is a huge challenge. 
 

These five challenges will be reflected in staff appraisals 
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Everyone connected with PCSA outcomes should be very proud of the way in 
which the ‘day in day out actions’ of staff enable students to leave with high 

outcomes. 
 

1.  The school will achieve a combined basic Grade 4+ of 70% - English and Maths 

 

2.  The school will achieve a combined basic Grade 5+ of 50% - English and Maths  

 

3.  At least 75% of students will gain GCSE 4+ in maths and 75 of students will gain 

GCSE 4+ in English. At least 55% of students will   gain GCSE 5+ in maths and 55% 

of students will gain 55% GCSE 5+ in English  

 

4.  Attendance will be outstanding at 96% 

 

5.  English Baccalaureate conversions will be 95% 

 

6.  A/A*/7+ - all subject areas will meet their targeted levels in 2018 

 

7.  Disadvantaged students – there will be less than 5% gap between PPI attainment 

and the rest of the population 

 

8.  P8 score will be at least 0+ 
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The PIXL Edge and Duke of Edinburgh 

 
We are aiming to provide as many opportunities for students to attain success beyond academic achievement and PiXL Edge and Duke of 
Edinburgh are frameworks that help develop and accredit students with personal attributes, essential for employability and life. This allows 

them to acquire and develop their personal skills so that they stand out when applying for colleges, work experience, apprenticeships or jobs. 
These are both nationally recognised qualifications that highlight students have taken an interest in their future. 

 
We have been offering the Duke of Edinburgh award at PCSA for a number of years and this encourages students to volunteer in their 
community, take part in physical activity, and geographically navigate themselves independently on an overnight expedition. Last year we 

launched the national and innovative scheme PIXL Edge at PCSA which is devised with a number of large employers and students have started 
to participate in this exciting new venture in order to be given ‘The Edge’ which we feel complement each other well in order for successful 

completion. 
 

PIXL Edge can be personalised to each student and requires the completion of ten activities (two in each area) in 
leadership, organisation, resilience, initiative and communication or LORIC for short. Our vision is that students at PCSA 
will have successfully completed the apprentice qualification by the end of Year 11. This will take place in designated 

tutor times to give students the opportunity to choose and record their activities on the website using their unique login. 
Activities will then be verified by tutors who will approve a task if successfully completed, or provide feedback if further 

evidence is required. 
 
Students whom have successfully completed the Apprentice certification will then be advised on how to attain the 

Graduate qualification and those students whom have opted onto the Bronze and Silver award for Duke of Edinburgh 
will be able to collaborate their award with the PiXL Edge easier as many of the topics are integrated.  

 
There are three levels to the Duke of Edinburgh framework a Bronze, Silver or Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s award, we encourage students to 
successfully complete the Bronze award and then progress to the Silver award, although this can be completed without. The main differences 

between the Bronze and Silver awards is the time spent on expedition, the age that you can start and the challenge. At PCSA we have 
previously only offered students the chance to complete the Bronze award. However, we are now aiming to enhance student’s skills through 

giving them the opportunity to complete the Silver Duke of Edinburgh award too. Our pledge to The Edge is that all out students gain at least 
one character education qualification whilst at PCSA. 
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PIXL – Raising Standards Leader  

 

PCSA is a PiXL School and has been a member of the PiXL club ‘Partners in Excellence’ for a number of years. This means 

that we belong to a network of schools who are relentless in our approach to raising standards and improving the life 

chances of our students. We have adopted many PiXL strategies for raising standards and these are used day in, day 

out, as part of PCSA culture. 

 

Central Leaders take a leading role in using and monitoring PiXL methods within their teams. The year 

begins with discussing and agreeing a faculty WIG, a ‘wildly important goal’ for each faculty, in line with 

our whole school target. Success ladders are created with key assessment dates and events throughout 

the year and displayed in faculty bases. Standards meetings will be held throughout the year and twice 

weekly with Central Leaders of English, maths and science during the exam preparation period to provide 

the highest level of support.  

  

 

Each classroom teacher ensures high attainment is 

achieved through the PiXL method of DTT - Diagnosis, 

Therapy and Testing. Upper School Students will regularly 

complete assessments to ascertain the extent of their 

knowledge and understanding in different subject areas. From this assessment staff will provide students with 

a Smith Pro Forma, which is a list of key subject information based on their weaknesses. Students need to 

achieve these key learning points or develop their knowledge within an agreed time frame in order to make 

expected progress. Praising Stars boards are displayed in prominent places within faculty areas to effectively 

highlight which students require extra support to meet or beat expected progress.  

 

Specific personalised intervention for any student who is below 

expected progress, is delivered through a programme of P6 and 

P0 sessions. This will take place in faculty teams through four co-ordinated windows throughout the year. These 

are small group work sessions held outside of lesson time and allow staff to support our students to catch up 

and make expected progress.  

 

PCSA staff provide an extensive Easter School programme to 

support students with exam preparation. May Half-Term 

School provides an excellent opportunity for Year 11 maths 

revision sessions.  

 

 

 

 

 

The PiXL website contains a wide range of resources and support for all staff. A high number of Central 

Leaders and staff will attend subject specific courses and conferences which take place throughout the year. 

The Huddle is part of the PiXL website and offers access to outstanding shared resources for maths, English, 

                                        W TM

                                  PPE 2 (Mar)

                              Intervention

                          Key Kids identified

                      Key Kids identified

                  PPE 1 (Nov - Jan)

              PLC and W ar Board

          Intervention

      Key Kids identified

  Data

 W IG

The PiXL

Year 11 GCSE 

Success Ladder

Summit	

Base	
Camp	
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science, history, geography and other subjects. In addition to this a PiXL Associate will visit PCSA 4 times throughout this year to discuss progress and offer 

support with analysis of data and strategies for raising attainment.  

 

We use a programme of classroom assessments, past papers, PiXL PPEs, ‘Pre Public Exams’, and the use of WTM, ‘Walking, Talking Mocks’, to support 

students in preparing fully for GCSE exams. PCSA will take part in the ‘PiXL Curve’ and ‘PiXL Wave’ which provides an opportunity to undertake maths, 

English and science GCSE examinations alongside other PiXL schools. This has been crucial in offering support with data analysis, identifying marking 

boundaries with new specifications and identifying weaknesses nationally in student performance.   

 

Briefing butterflies are weekly opportunities in staff briefings for faculty teams to share progress strategies and successes of individual students with other 

teams at PCSA. This is particularly important for sharing outstanding approaches to teaching and learning, progress being made or effective approaches to 

intervention.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Br i d g i n g  t he gap bet ween  

g i r l s an d  bo ys w i t hi n  

cr eat i ve. 

		

		 		

		

q P6i-	selec ng	the	right	
students	

q Parental	contact	
q Giving	the	students	

the	forecast	for	the	
year	(organisa on)	

q PPE’s-	informa on	
shared	with	CL	

q Friday	P6	football-	
Year	11	boys	

q Healthy	compe on	
between	the	boys	

Increasing	8s	and	9s	in	English	

• Sub-group	within	Fab50	of	higher	
ability	students	not	mee ng	target	

• P6/0i	focusing	on	stretching	the	top	
• Crea on	of	addi onal	‘high	flyers’	

group	as	well	as	Fab50	
• More	academic	reading	lists	
• Use	of	aspira onal	targets	
• Fostering	greater	independence	

through	challenge	tasks	

The	Importance	of	Taking	Risks	
	

The	‘Red	Card’	lets	you	say	once	a	year	
one	thing	you’re	going	to	do	differently,	
with	a	‘no	blame’	approach	if	it	doesn’t	

work.	

Briefing	Bu erfly		
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LEADERSHIP TEAM 2017 – 2018 
The full LT team meets at 8am Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. On Fridays, LT Curriculum and LT Pastoral team will meet separately - 

Mondays CLs will join the Leadership Meeting   
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Subject 9-4 9-5 9-7 Staff Subject 9-4 9-5 9-7 Staff Subject 9-4 9-5 9-7 Staff

English Lang 85.7 61.2 15.2 PD Science 54.4 20.6 2.2 RC Food 83.3 66.7 22.2 CBW

English Lit 82.3 61.6 14.8 PD Biology 98.6 94.4 41.7 RC Photography 92.3 56.4 10.3 JSA

Maths 87.2 58.1 17.8 LK Chemistry 100 94.4 43.1 RC RE 84.4 69.2 23.2 ZC

Physics 100 94.4 38.9 RC

Computing 87.7 61.7 11.1 JWH Subject A*-A Staff

French 89 61 24 CPA Product Design 6.3 CBW

Geography 67.9 43.6 6.4 ZC IT 8.8 JWH

History 76.5 57.2 17.5 ZC Politics 0 ZC

Spanish 70.4 48.1 18.5 CPA Sport 13.6 TD

Year 10 Subjects

Subject 9-4 9-5 9-7 Staff

Art 98.2 71.4 7.1 JSA

Food 77.4 51.6 0 CBW

Photography 92.7 65.9 7.3 JSA

Subject A*-A Staff

CIDA 30 JWH

Drama 13.5 JSA

Engineering 5.3 CBW

Media 9.1 PD

Music 13.3 JSA

Product Design 1.6 CBW

Sociology 20 ZC

Sport 7.7 TD

65.6

English & Maths Element EBACC Element Open Element

SUBJECT TARGETS 2018

A*-C

76.9

63.2

38.5

100

A*-C

91.7

97.3

26.3

54.5

60

20.6

74.3
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Quality Assurance Schedule 2017-2018 

 

TERM 1 
LGU 

(Currently 3) 

Central Leaders’ Team observations 

Central Leaders’ first round of monitoring meetings with Faculty portfolios  

Work sampling at LT and in Faculties – every other Wednesday at LT books 

LT monitoring of School Plan (LT meeting) 

All staff lesson observations (Appraisal) with 3 times a year minimum observation of teaching staff 

 

TERM 2  

SCIENCE 
(Currently 1)  

 

Central Leaders’ team observations and monitoring meetings continue 

Work Sampling at LT and in Faculties  

Praising Stars 1 

LT monitoring of School Plan (LT meeting) 

 

TERM 3  
CREATIVE 

(Currently 2) 
 

Central Leaders’ monitoring meetings continue 

Work Sampling at LT and in Faculties 

Praising Stars 2 

LT monitoring of School Plan (LT meeting) 

 

TERM 4 
ICT  

(Currently 3) 

Central Leaders’ monitoring meetings – 2nd round with NC JMB JW  

Work Sampling at LT and in Faculties  

LT Tutorial observations/ LT monitoring of School Plan (LT meeting) 

 

TERM 5 

HUMANITIES 
(Currently 2) 

 

Central Leaders’ monitoring meetings continue 

Work Sampling at LT and in Faculties 

Praising Stars  3 

LT monitoring of school Plan (LT meeting) 

 

TERM 6 

English 
(Currently 1) 

 

Work Sampling in Faculties 

Praising Stars 4 

LT monitoring of School Plan (LT meeting) 

LT lesson observations + CL observations  
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TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT  

 
Continued Professional Development  
The CPD offer at PCSA comprises of 6 main elements. The key 2017-18 targets/developments for these elements are as 

follows: 

 

PiXL 

 Ensure all main and subject meetings are well attended by the relevant PCSA staff 

 Extend PiXL opportunities to PCSA staff who have been identified through the leadership line  

 Continue to respond to new PiXL strategies and advice, through effective implementation  

 

Learning Forums 

 13 main learning forums to be delivered across PCSA and WCSA 

 PCSA staff to effectively plan and deliver at least half of these 

 Learning forums to be selected in response to perceived staff needs 

 Staff invitations to be sent, with clear attendance expectations 

 Attendance records to be closely monitored and recorded through Filio 

 

NQT Programme 

 NQT specific learning forums planned and delivered by key PCSA staff 

 Weekly, subject and LT mentoring sessions 

 External support offered through CLF (external verification body) 

 

The Leadership Line  

 Implement the 5 stage leadership development structure across PCSA 

 Identified staff selected for the relevant stage 

 Structured opportunities offered to staff throughout the year  

 Website support system integrated into the programme to enable effective 

monitoring and support 

 All attendance and progress recorded through Filio 

 

Mentoring 

 Continue to develop and refine the mentoring programme 

 Staff given a greater responsibility in the selection process, allowing for further personalisation 

 

Twilight Inset 

 5 twilight insets devoted to the implementation of the modular curriculum 

 All meetings to involve cross-faculty collaboration with the corresponding WCSA faculties  

 LT from PCSA and WCSA to QA the effectiveness of collaboration and progress, throughout the year 

 

On top of these, we are also committed to continuing our delivery of outstanding ITT programmes. We will also continue to support staff wishing to 

take GCSE examinations. 

Continued Professional 
Development  

2017-2018 

PiXL 

Twilight 
Inset 

Learning 
Forums 

Mentoring 

The 
Leadership 

Line 

NQT 
Programme 
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Appraisal System – Filio 
 

With the exception of NQTs and ITT students (performance measured against Teaching Standards), all 

staff appraisals are to be completed using Filio.  
 

2017-18 developments 
 Direct linking of appraisal targets to the school plan (specifically success criteria)  

 Greater clarity of targets, supported through pre-population of Filio objectives 
 More stringent quality assurance of appraisal/Filio progress 

 Develop the Filio lesson observation pro-forma to enable greater coordination of PCSA quality assurance systems 
 Clearer guidelines and expectations for all staff and line managers 

 
Staff Expectations 

 Meet all appraisal deadlines  

 ALL teaching staff must upload at least 3 lesson observations to their profile, throughout the academic year 
 

o The first by December 15th 2017 
o The Second by March 16th 2018 

o The Third by June 30th 2018 
 

 Upload all QA information relating to your role/performance (i.e. observations, work scrutiny feedback, faculty review 
reports etc) 

 
 Staff SHOULD also upload examples of outstanding student work, projects, resources, support provided etc  

 
Line Manager Expectations 

 Ensure that all appraisal deadlines are met by you and your teams 
 

 Ensure that all targets set for your teams are linked tightly to the school plan 

 
 Ensure all CPD requests, linked to appraisals have been passed to CS by October 31st 2017 

 
 Ensure that all teaching staff have at least 3 lesson observations completed and uploaded (Faculty Review observations 

can count as one or more of these) 
 

 Continually monitor the progress of your team, ensuring that they are regularly updating their Filio account 
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INSET Hours Minutes

4 days disaggregated to twilight sessions 5 x 2 hours 15 minutes 11 15

Timetabled time

Teaching (including PPA, non contact) 191 days x 5 hours 955

Registration (8.35-9.00) 191 days x 25 minutes 79 35

Non Timetabled time

15 minute preparation (8.20 - 8.35) 192 days x 15 minutes 48

25 minute break duty (11.00-11.25) 1 per week x 38 weeks 16

Meetings

One Team Staff meeting (2.55 - 4.25) 3 x 1 hour 30 minutes 4 30

Faculty meetings (2.55 - 4.25) 12 per year x 1 hour 30 minutes 18

Central Leader meetings (2.55 - 4.25) 6 per year x 1 hour 30 minutes 9

Tutor meetings (2.55 - 4.25) 6 per year x 1 hour 30 minutes 9

Learning Forums (3.15 - 4.15) 4 per year x 1 hour 4

Parents Evenings

5 year groups (including 1 hour preparation) 5 x 4 hours 20

Transition parents evening - Year 6 (3.00 - 7.00) 1 x 4 hours 4

Other activities

Open Evening (3.00 - 9.00) 1 x 6 hours 6

Preferences Evenings (3.00 - 8.00) 2 x 5 hours 10

Review Class/Period 6 (3.00 - 4.00) 1 hour per week 38

Moderation (to be arranged by Central Leader) 10

Total Commitment 1242 20

Contingency (per week) 36 minutes per week

Total hours 1265

DIRECTED TIME BUDGET 2017-2018
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BUSINESS TEAM PLAN  

 

ACTION Action 

Names 
1. Development of the existing Electronic Appraisal system to create a tool to better promote progress and development of all PCSA staff 
2. Review, staff health & well being, i.e. long-term sickness with the aim of setting targets to enable future measurements to reduce, as part of 

our Cherishing Staff ethos 
3. Financially and strategically model the impact the governments allocation of 30 free childcare hours on Pre-school 
4. Financially model the impact of significant changes to PCSA’s funding, a) the government’s National Fairer Funding formula proposal; b) New 

Science block;  c) Solar Panel Strategy; d) expansion to 1500 
5. Development of a letting plan to utilise the schools current letting space 
6. Provide termly management accounts of spend against budget and variances 
7. Development of cash flow forecast document to aid in maximising the return on investments for the school 
8. The implementation of IT’s Phase 3 strategy to create and roll out a Vanilla Software solution for the school 
9. Review of the current broadband provision to ensure we are receiving the best service, value and provision  
10. Review of current Wi-Fi network for PCSA; to research, examine and provide recommendation on its present and future ability to sufficiently 

support the needs of the school in terms of required speed, reliability and network connectivity. 
11. Overseeing the completion of the new Science block and transfer of existing accommodation for Science and Languages faculty in time for the 

start of the new 2017 academic year. 
12. Contribute to the co-ordination of the planning work and costings of Phase 2 works i.e. the refurbishment of the old Science Faculty & Phase 3 

- the build of a new Kitchen in our restaurant & its impact on the school; the tarmac/creation of the temporary car-park to create an estimated 
55 spaces. 

13. Review, development of further requirements to the school such as increasing of the hall seating and increase in size of the student bike shed 
to accommodate the planned phased increase of students to 1500 in 2018, coordinating and managing impact on day to day management of 
the school 

14. Submission of CIF bid to achieve the desired works to Block A, to potentially link with the planned Phase 2 works already mentioned, and 
exploration into providing a 2nd bid submission.  

15. Regular twice weekly site walks with site team, producing weekly reports to identify & remedy wear & tear, thereby continuing to uphold the 
school’s ethos, vision and values 

16. Inbedding of newly acquired contracts into PCSA i.e.  CPS Grounds contract, Pabulum Catering, Printing contract 
17. Update and review the current site and building accessibility to ensure the school is providing the best possible access to staff, students & 

family 
18. Continue to ensure Health & Safety requirements, such as FRA, Audits and Asbestos register are commissioned. 
19. Developing, streamlining current InVentry staff sign in system for PCSA to create better control of staff and visitors whilst on site.  
20. Explore and develop new HR databases that will assist in a centralised streamlined system to ensure that new staff induction training 

requirements are met.  This will help to reduce costs, and create a more efficient & safer method of record keeping.  
21. QA process of Single Central Record. 

AJS/DL/CS 
AJS/DL 

 
AJS 
AJS 

 
AJS/ME 
AJS/ME 
AJS/ME 

 
AJS/SM 
AJS/SM 
AJS/SM 

 
AJS/MB/JMB 

 
AJS 
AJS 

 
 

AJS/MB 
 
 

AJS/MB 
 

AJS 
 
 

AJS/JMB 
AJS 

 
AJS/TR 

 
AJS/TR 

 
AJS/JMB/TR 
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PASTORAL TEAM PLAN  

 

ACTION Action Names 

1. Develop robust systems for cross PLT student behaviour/transfer 

 

2. Develop further opportunities for substantial Cross PLT CPD 

 

3. Develop school reward trips 

 

4. Access possibilities for cross PLT charity events and evaluate current charity term model  

 

 

 

5. Ensure a strong team of Tutors 

 

6. Embed the ASPIRE programme into tutor time activities  

 

7. Develop the role of the PIXL Edge Leader and ensure all students form Year 7-10 achieve at least 

Apprentice level 

 

8. Evaluate and revamp pastoral Curriculum Enrichment days 

 

9. Develop the Assistant Head of Year roles 

 

 

10. Ensure no PPI gap in progress/attendance/behaviour 

 

11. Continue to mentor key groups (boys) in line with current gaps  
 

12. Raise awareness Mental Health  

 

13. Continue to ensure that safeguarding processes are secure and robust 

 

14. Developing cross PLT provision for students who are not currently in full time education  

KA/GR/KY/CR 

 

CS 

 

KA/GR 

 

KA/GR 

 

 

 

KA/GR 

 

JWi 

 

CG 

 

 

KA/GR/LS 

 

KA/GR 

 

KA/GR 

 

LT Team  

 

LS 

 

LS 

 

LS/KY 

 

No child is 

left behind 

Partnership 
and 

sharing 

Pursuing 
exceptional 

education  
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CURRICULUM TEAM PLAN  

                                                    

ACTION Action Names 

 
1. PCSA 9-week modular curriculum cycles developed for all year groups in all subjects and 

reviewed in the light of student success. 

 

2. Lower School modular curriculum cycles build on key stage 2 learning. 

 

3. AwL demonstrates that students make progress commensurate with obtaining P8+ outcomes 

in their knowledge, skills, literacy and numeracy 

 

4. All sub-groups of upper school students achieve positive P8 outcomes. 

 

5. PP outcomes are in line with non-PP outcomes. 

 

 

6. Faculty assessment processes generate accurate data and show all concerned how 

improvements need to be made.  

 

7. Central Leaders to carry out QA processes leading to security of evaluation of T&L and 

assessment processes in accordance with PCSA & PLT expectations. 

 

8. Intervention is put in place for students as data demonstrates is necessary to measurably 

raise outcomes of all sub-groups so that P8+ is achieved with no significant gaps. 

 

 

9. Working towards a much-reduced need for intervention as a result of excellent in-class 

learning as demonstrated by 9-week cycle outcomes. 

 

10. Homework tasks set as part of the 9-week cycle are a significant factor in developing 

students’ knowledge and skills as shown by students’ responses to tasks. 

 

11. P6e enriches students experience of school and the school community through a wide variety 

of opportunities 

 

 

IS/DP/JW 

 
 

JW 
 

DP 
 

 
JW/DP 

 
JW/DP 

 
DP 
 

 
IS 

 
 

JW 
 

 
IS 

 
JW 

 
 

JW 

No child is 

left behind 

Partnership 
and 

sharing 

Pursuing 
exceptional 

education  
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                                                   SEND TEAM PLAN 

ACTION Action Names 

 

1. Develop a cross PLT approach to SEND provision, including the shared use of GEPs and ways to 

identify students with additional needs 

 

2. Create a robust system to ensure smooth transfer across the PLT of students regarding 

behaviour concerns  

 

3. Identify staff across the PLT with specific SEND knowledge so that teaching staff can liaise with 

the people with relevant expertise if they feel that a student needs additional support.  

 

 

4. Deliver Phonics and English intervention sessions to Years 7 and 8 

 

5. Deliver EBACC boosters for selected students in Years 9 – 11 (additional support for English, 

maths and humanities GCSEs)  

 

6. Frequently update the SEN register, EHCPs, and GEPs 

 

7. Staff must use the GEPs assigned to particular students for strategies to help those students 

access lessons 

 

8. Provide bespoke timetables for funded students 

 

9. Staff must use the PCSA Special Needs register to identify students with extra needs in their 

classes 

 

10. Staff must annotate seating plans clearly showing students individual needs 

 

 

11. Staff must differentiate work as appropriate  

 

12. Staff must attend learning forums on specific students within their classrooms 

  

 

LS 
 
 

LS/TSa  
 

LS/KF 
 

 
 

 
JH/VR 

 
SRB staff 

 
 

LS/JH/TSe 
 

Teaching staff 
 
LS/JH 

 
 

All Teaching  
Staff 

 

 
 

No child is 

left behind 
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ENGLISH FACULTY TEAM PLAN  

ACTION Action 

Names 
1. PCSA 9-week modular curriculum cycles developed for all year groups and reviewed in the light of 

student success. 

 

2. Continue to develop working relationships with KS2 partners and share information about curriculum 

changes to ensure that Lower School modular curriculum cycles build on key stage 2 learning. 

 

3. Create a closer working relationship with the English Faculty at WCSA to ensure sharing of ideas and 

resources where possible. 

 

 

4. Create and monitor consistent assessment processes that track progress accurately over time, within the structure of the 

modular curriculum. 

 

5. Carry out QA processes leading to security of evaluation of T&L and assessment processes in 

accordance with PCSA & PLT expectations. 

 

6. Create a programme of staff observing each other’s lessons and feeding back good practice. 

 

7. Create and follow an intervention plan for students as data demonstrates is necessary to measurably 

raise outcomes of all sub-groups so that P8+ is achieved with no significant gaps. 

 

 

8. Share good pedagogical practice through: faculty meetings, staff observations, google drive sharing and building a library of 

texts. 

 

9. Create mentoring programme for staff teaching Year 11 for the first time. 

 

10. Create homework tasks as part of the 9-week cycle which are a significant factor in developing 

students’ knowledge and skills as shown by students’ responses to tasks. 

 

11. Create a P6E programme that enriches students experience of school and the school community.  

Have one ‘experience’ for each year group each year. 

 

12. Develop new Media Studies curriculum in response to exam changes. 

PD, EW, JM, 

LJ 

 

JM, EW 

 

PD 

 

 

 

 

PD, EW, JM, 

LJ 

 

EW 

 

 

EW 

 

PD 

 

 

 

PD, EW 

 

 

PD 

 

LJ, JM 

 

 

LJ, JM 

 

 

PD 

Partnership 
and 

sharing 

No child is 
left behind 

Pursuing 
exceptional 

education  
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MATHEMATICS FACULTY TEAM PLAN  

 

ACTION Action 

Names 
 

1. Use the curriculum plans to provide consistency across the faculty 

2. QA and during the year and suggest possible improvements 

3. Follow faculty procedure for homelearning and track data to enable intervention 

4. Reorganise Google drive to encourage an atmosphere of sharing resources 

5. Develop lessons plans based on the Modular Curriculum which can be used for cover.  

6. Provide a data tracking system which is used by teachers and accessed by HOD 

7. Complete provided data tracking system to monitor progress for homework and assessments. Stored 

on Google Drive and used to track progress and advise on intervention. 

8. Ensure KS4 are using Smith Pro Forma (or similar) to provide informed data to students 

9. Investigate the opportunity for providing Smith Pro Forma feedback at KS3 based on Core skills 

 

 

10. Ensure all seating plans are in place with key data and strategies are used within lessons and 

learning forums about specific students are attended and implemented 

11. Identify websites to use across KS3 & KS4 within the faculty and by students 

12. Create a program of observing each other’s lessons 

13. Provide voluntary intervention program for identified groups – Maths Clinic on Wednesday, which is 

linked to homework and assessments. 

14. Continual review of all classes to include strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

15. Monitor key groups (PP, girls/boys, SEND) across all year groups during faculty meetings. 

16. Intervention will be delivered by staff with skills in those particular areas for key groups e.g. HAPPS/ 

MAPPS/ LAPPS; 7-9; boys. 

 

 

17. Organise one ‘experience’ opportunity for each year group 

18. Update the end of year CE day activity 

19. Identify local businesses and arrange visits to discuss maths in the “real world” 

20. Organise and run Numeracy Week which incorporates International Pi Day 

21. Continue to revise and deliver whole school numeracy 

22. Organise activity for transition day 

 

All staff 

All staff 

All staff 

LK 

 

ALL staff 

 

All staff 

LK 

MH 

 

 

All staff 

DS 

LK 

LK 

ALL staff 

 

All staff 

Teachers of 

y11 

 

 

LK/CC/DS/MH 

CC 

LK/Head of 

careers 

LH/DW 

EC/AW 

 

No child is 

left behind 
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HUMANITIES FACULTY TEAM PLAN  

ACTION Action 

Names 
1. Put in place the new modular curriculum across all year groups and for all subjects in Humanities to be 

reviewed at the end of the year. 

2. Continue to monitor AWL outcomes in year 7 and 8 and ensure transition between that and upper school 

curriculum to develop the necessary exam skills.  

3. Achievement/ attainment of key groups will be monitored to achieve positive progress 8 outcomes, 

especially focusing on boys, PPI, SEND and those with a target grade of 7-9 or A/A*. This will be done on 

centrally kept mark sheets, during faculty meetings, during head of subject meetings. This will then feed 

into the intervention process.  

 

 

4. Central mark sheets set up for all classes with assessment data entered at appropriate points e.g. 

PPEs, after the assessment weeks. 

5. Moderation of assessments and PPEs during faculty meetings 

6. QA carried out to monitor in the form of termly work scrutiny, lesson observations, learning walks etc.  

7. Intervention put in place for students which is targeted and based on testing data. Intervention will be 

delivered by staff with skills in those particular areas for key groups e.g. HAPPS/ MAPPS/ LAPPS; 7-9/ 

A&A*; boys.  

8. Faculty detention/ catch up time in place on a Wednesday to support any student who is behind in  

     class work. 

9. Liaise with SEND staff who are delivering EBAC booster sessions for History and Geography in y9-11 to 

ensure high quality provision/ support is being given,  

 

 

10. Continue to reduce the PPI gap across the Humanities subjects at GCSE though intervention, parental 

contact, positive faculty communication, provision of revision resources etc.  

11. Modular curriculum put in place with LEARN plans demonstrating outstanding quality teaching and 

learning. Lesson observations will reflect these high standards.  

12. Homework booklets adapted to reflect the new cycles with three pieces of homework per cycle in each 

booklet.  

13. Expand and develop period 6e debating live! club so that more students are involved in this. Continue 

to enter debating competitions where possible.  

14. Ensure all seating plans are annotated with key details on SEN/ PPI etc. and that strategies are put in 

place in all lessons and learning forums about specific students are attended and implemented 

 

ZC/ KE/ OP 

 

ZC/KE/ OP 

 

ZC/ KE/ OP/ 

KP 

 

 

 

 

All staff 

All staff 

ZC 

 

Teachers of 

Y11 

 

ZC 

 

ZC/ KE 

 

 

 

All staff 

 

ZC/ OP/ KE 

 

ZC/ OP/ KE 

CH 

 

All staff 

 

No child is 

left behind 

Partnership 
and 
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Pursuing 
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LANGUAGES AND GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING FACULTY TEAM PLAN  

ACTION Action 

Names 
1. Liaise with primary schools within The PLT to ensure smooth and efficient progression from KS2 to KS3 

2. Liaise effectively with AV/KWJ at WCSA to buy or create resources (with a view to make a financial 

saving on digital textbooks) to effectively teach the 9-weeks modular curriculum.  

3. Organise a joint immersion day with WCSA to allow students to work together and share skills / learn 

from each other in preparing for the speaking element of the new GCSE (inspired by the Route to 

Languages / Bath university PP session attended in June 17) PP students targeted first with the aim to 

roll out to involved the whole faculty.  

4. Look at the possibility of organising a joint spelling bee event aimed at KS3 students to promote and 

encourage students to spell accurately and support the “5 A DAY” programme.  

 

1. Create and implement an effective way to track progress through the years at PCSA (using the 

Pearson progressive ladder) – PP students clearly identified on all seating plans and markbooks.  

2. SBO and CPA to hold regular meetings with class teachers of Y10 and Y11 classes to discuss 

progress and concerns and offer support when necessary.  

3. P6 intervention process reviewed to include specific “catch up” lessons on grammar and exams skills. 

Every student to be given the programme for the term. Specific students targeted to attend across 

KS4. (PP students targeted as required)  

4. Organise a language village event as part of the new GCSE preparation to speaking with a view to 

make the language more real. Opportunity for all students to speak the language in a “real situation” 

without actually going abroad.  

 

1. Develop an effective and successful routine of weekly home learning tasks, which help underpins 

students’ learning and ability to manipulate the language. Model high expectations of learning and 

retaining vocabulary.  

2. Pilot a two-one split of the allocated teaching time at KS3 to focus specifically on skills, vocabulary 

and speaking. Timetable designed specifically to allow one teacher to be responsible for the single 

hour to ensure a strict routine is put in place. Efficient tracking of vocabulary learning and support 

put in place for students if necessary (Friday breaktime catch up)  

3. Create and develop links with schools in France, Spain and Germany to make students’ experience 

of language learning more real.  

4. Develop students’ Global Understanding by offering the opportunity to visit the target countries at 

least once each Key Stage.   

5. Create opportunities for students to be inspired in their language learning and enhance their skills by launching the Language 

ambassadors and the passport to Languages projects. This encourages students to develop their skills outside of the classroom 

and take on leading roles (open evenings, P6E clubs etc)  

 

SBO 

 

CPA 

 

CD/MB 

 

 

 

LC  

 

 

CPA/SBO 

 

CPA/SBO 

 

ALL 

 

MB/MBO/All  

 

 

 

CPA/ALL 

 

 

ALL 

 

 

SBO to 

coordinate 

 

MB/CPA/SBO 

 

CPA 

 

LC 

No child is 
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IT AND COMPUTING FACULTY TEAM PLAN  

ACTION Action 

Names 
1. Develop 9-week curriculum cycles across all year groups and courses in IT and Computing. 

Implementation of new KS3 courses and Year 11 TLM course. 

 

2. Complete move over from VLE to google classroom in line with new curriculum for all assessment and 

resources 

 

3. Develop a cross PLT approach to sharing with curriculum, assessment & homework 

 

4. Moderation to ensure AwL is standardised across the faculty and accurately measuring students’ 

progress 

 

5. Achievement/ attainment of key groups will be monitored to achieve positive progress 8 outcomes, especially focusing on boys, 

PPI, SEND and those with a target grade of 7-9 or Distinction/Distinction* 

 

 

6. Appropriate monitoring of all classes/ courses is in place to enable early intervention especially with 

PP & SEND students 

 

7. Analysis of CiDA exam grades to ensure intervention for those who did not pass and resit opportunity 

in January window 

 

8. Continual review of PP & SEND students using central faculty spreadsheet 

 

9. Use of Smith’s proforma’s and PLCs to ensure that students in intervention are clear on their targets 

 

10. Modular curriculum put in place with LEARN plans demonstrating outstanding quality 

teaching and learning 

 

11. Offer a lower school P6 e computing club to engage more students in computer science 

 

12. Homework tasks for GCSE Computer Science are set as part of the 9-week cycle to ensure students 

fully develop their understanding & skills 

 

13. All staff to have fully annotated seating plans identifying PP, SEND with appropriate GEP links 

All staff 

 

MS 

 

 

MS/SW 

 

 

MS/JWH 

 

 

JWH 

 

 

 

JWH 

 

All Staff 

 

 

 

MS 

 

JWH 

 

All staff 

 

All staff 

 

JWH 

 

SW/MS 

 

 

All Staff 
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DESIGN FACULTY TEAM PLAN 

ACTION Action 

Names 
 

1. PCSA 9-week modular curriculum cycles developed for all year groups and reviewed in light of student 

success 
2. The Awl programme will support the PCSA 9-week modular curriculum. All AWL criteria and descriptors 

will be displayed in students’ books and classroom walls 

3. Link with Worle Design Faculty to collaborate on KS3 9 week cycles, DATA training and home learning 

4. PP outcomes are in line with non-PP outcomes. Identifying of PP students, relevant resources provided 

for PP students, parental contact with the PP students 

5. Develop cross curricular links in particular with Science, Creative and Maths- develop cross curricular 

displays 

 

 

 

6. Improve uptake of girls in KS4 Engineering preference 

7. Develop the use of Google Forms to link with AwL for students to self-assess progress 

8. Central facility for all KS3 AwL data collection 

9. Develop KS4 ‘key movables’ intervention strategies/ focus programme 

10. Year 11 Targets- Food 9-4 83.3%, Product Design A*-C 65.6% 

Year 10 Targets- Food 9-4 77.4%, Product Design A*-C 20.6%, Engineering Distinction-Pass 26.3% 

 

 

 

11. Reducing the need for intervention as a result of excellent in-class learning as demonstrated by 9-

week cycle outcomes. We will ensure that learners have the valuable time (week 9) to improve, reflect 

and refine work based on the week 8 assessment 

12. Development of KS3 Home Learning to be generic across the faculty reflecting the need to assess 

students with extended writing tasks and using subject specific terminology  

13. Focus on TIM purple pen /feedback loops at KS3- monitored at Faculty meetings, learning walks and 

leadership work scrutiny 

14. External visits for KS4- Lycross Farm, STEM, local Engineering companies 

15. Enter KS4 Design competitions- Future Chef, TDI, STEM  

16. Develop Design celebration board to include trophies, termly awards, showcase evening 

17. Develop P6E offer to focus on Year 7 and 8 students, particularly girls- in line with KS4 preferences 

CBW/ SB/ 

AC/ RS/ LP 

 

CBW 

 

CBW/ RS/  

 

AC/ SB/ LP 

 

RS/LP 

 

CBW 

CBW 

 

CBW/AC/S

B/RS 

 

CBW/RS/A

C/SB 

 

CBW/RS/A

C/SB 

 

TS/ RS/ 

AC/ SB/ 

LP/ CBW 

SB/AC/CB

W/RS 

LP 

 

CBW/SB/A

C/RS 

LPRS/SB/

AC/LP 

CBW 

Partnership 
and 
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                                           CREATIVE FACULTY TEAM PLAN 

 

ACTION Action 

Names 
 

1. PCSA 9-week modular curriculum cycles developed for all year groups in creative and reviewed  

2. In the light of student success. These will be created based on the grading criteria of GCSE and BTEC. 

3. The Awl programme in creative will support the PCSA 9-week modular curriculum. All AWL criteria and 

descriptors will be displayed in students’ books and classroom walls.  

4. All sub-groups of upper school students achieve positive P8 outcomes. As a faculty, we will 

communicate with SLT, parents and HOY regarding the pupils’ progress.  

5. PP outcomes are in line with non-PP outcomes. In creative, we will bridge the gap between PP outcomes 

and non-PP outcomes.  

6. Develop a cross PLT approach to SEND provision, including the shared use of GEPs and identifying 

students with additional needs.  

 

7. Faculty assessment processes generate accurate data and show all concerned how improvements need to be 

made. During the assessment phase of the 9-week teaching cycle we will receive the data from all 

classes within creative.  

8. Central Leaders to carry out QA processes leading to security of evaluation of T&L and assessment 

processes in accordance with PCSA & PLT expectations.  

9. Intervention is put in place for students as data demonstrates it is necessary to measurably raise 

outcomes of all sub-groups so that P8+ is achieved with no significant gaps. LH will be taking a lead 

role with the PP outcomes. 

10. Staff must use the PCSA SEND register to identify students with extra needs in their classes. Staff must 

differentiate work as appropriate.  

 

11. Working towards a much-reduced need for intervention as a result of excellent in-class learning as 

demonstrated by 9-week cycle outcomes. We will ensure that learners have the valuable time (week 

9) to improve based on week 8.  

12. Homework tasks set as part of the 9-week cycle are a significant factor in developing students’ 

knowledge and skills as shown by students’ responses to tasks. Furthermore, it will be achievable for 

teachers to assess the work.  

13. P6e enriches students experience of the school community through a wide variety of opportunities. 

These P6e activities will enrich the experience of students and give a wider range of opportunities all 

through their academic life. 

14. Staff must use the GEPs assigned to particular students for strategies to help those students access 

lessons. These GEPs will be shared at learning forums and staff will then bring the relevant information to faculty meetings.  

 

JS, JH, JW, AS 

and HH 

JS 

JS, JH and AS 

 

 

LH 

 

JH 

 

 

JS, JW, JH, HH, 

AS and LH 

 

LH 

 

JH 

 

JS, JW, JH, HH, 

AS and LH 

 

JS, JW, JH, HH, 

AS and LH 

 

LH 

 

 

JH 
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SCIENCE FACULTY TEAM PLAN  

ACTION Action 

Names 
1. Develop Primary school links to better understand the KS2 science curriculum to advise planning of 

lessons and delivery of skills in KS3. 

 

2. Continue with the development of 9 week modules for KS3 and KS4 to include both midway and end of 

unit assessments, PLCs, Smith Proforma and homework tasks. 

 

3. Formalised approach to collection and recording of data in KS3 and KS4 through the use of PLCs 

following tests. This will allow for accurate tracking, monitoring and intervention of students throughout 

the course of the year.  

 

4. Create links across the PLT to share good practice- CPD sessions during joint Faculty meetings to include 

delivery of material to low attainers. 

 

 

 

 

5. Diminish gaps in results of all subgroups through the use of targeted intervention, use of Personal 

Learning Checklists and creation of short term, high impact Smith Proformas. 

 

6. Teaching and Learning and assessment to become formalised amongst senior members within the 

science team. This is to be shared with all science teaching staff. 

 

7. Analysis of specification highlighting key areas of the curriculum for lower attaining students to allow for 

focussed teaching and learning.  

 

 

 

 

8. AWL data capture of students to exist on numerous occasions throughout the term through tick and flick 

marking in books and during assessment windows. 

 

9. Differentiated, universal homework tasks to encompass a wide range of knowledge, skills, literacy and 

numeracy. 

 

10. Continued P6i/P6e programme for KS3 and KS4. 

 

 

JC- primary research 

CG- assessing 

performance against 

primary school. 
 
JS chem/ KS3 
NR phys    CG biol 

 
RC 

 

 
 
RC/JC 

 

 
CG biology  JS 
chemistry    NR 
physics 
 
 
 
RC/DP/NR/JS/CG 

 
 
NR-physics CG 
biology 
JS- chemistry 

 
 

 

 
All- JP to monitoring 
book marking 

 
AG/RL/JP/BC/CH/VB 

 
All KS4 
VB/CH/Trainees KS3 

No child is 

left behind 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEAM PLAN 

ACTION Action 

Names 
1. PCSA 9-week modular curriculum cycles developed for all year groups in PE and reviewed in the light of 

student success. 

 

2. Electronic Appraisal – further development of PE staff appraisal through a more thorough use of Filio for all 

QA procedures 

 

3. All sub-groups of upper school students achieve positive P8 outcomes  

 

4. PP outcomes are focussed on and a clear plan for progress is created and followed  

 

5. Collaboratively work with the WCSA PE Faculty to review and develop programme across all key stages  

 

 

 

6. PE Faculty assessment processes generate accurate data and show all concerned how improvements 

need to be made 

 

7. Intervention is put in place for PE students as data demonstrates is necessary to measurably raise 

outcomes of all sub-groups so that P8+ is achieved with no significant gaps 

 

8. Regularly review key groups (PP students) in PE Faculty meetings and ensure diminishing differences 

 

 

 

9. Regular site walks including PE to uphold school ethos, vision and values  

 

10. PE homework tasks set as part of the 9-week cycle are a significant factor in developing students’ 

knowledge and skills as shown by students’ responses to tasks. 

 

11. P6e enriches students experience of school and the school community through a wide variety of 

opportunities – through a rigorous and varied program including KS3, KS4 and OCR Cambridge National 

 

12. Effectively design and implement OCR Sport Science course for a one year delivery 

TD/CC 

 

 

TD 

 

 

TD/CC 

 

CC 

 

TD/CC 

 

 

 

TD 

 

 

TD/CC/CGA 

 

 

TD/CC 

 

 

 

TD/CC 

 

CGA 

 

 

TD/CC/CGA/

TA/NC 

 

 

TD/CGA 
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PLT Directors of Maths and Science 3-Year Plan 

 Year 1 
(Starting in term 6) 

Year 2 Year 3 

 Improve PP, MAP, HAP results across the 
two schools (Maths/Sci) 

 Long-term curriculum planning in place 
(term 6). 

 Post-PPE Y10 and summer exam analysis 
before Year 1 of the plan starts and 
during Year1 to monitor progress of key 
groups. 

 Right teachers in front of the right classes 
(may not be fully achievable in Year 1). 

 Intervention classes for year 11. (Maths, 
PPE Results) 

 Support materials for students developed. 
 Review assessments in primary and 

secondary – AWL and new grading, and 
fitting to learning cycles. 

 Review specs being taught. 
 Monitor development of mid-term plans. 

 Specialists teaching subjects. 
 Right teachers in front of the right 

classes (refined from Year 1). 
 LAPs – what are other schools doing 

(ELC?). 
 Mid-term plan review. 

 Revision support/programmes review. 

 Strategies for closing the gap in 
underachievement continue to be developed 
based upon where underachievement gaps are 
identified and progress in Years 1 & 2. 

 Progress over time - tracking of pupil progress from Y1-11 across school, tracking groups and underachievement. Identify causes and 
timing of underachievement and researching to close the gap (working with Sarah Gibbon). 

 Identification of strengths and 
weaknesses – term 6 (with central 
leaders). 

 Peers supporting each other. 
 CPD time – teachmeets 

 
 

 Subject-specific CPD programme 
developed. 

 Peers supporting each other. 

 Teachers as experts teaching/coaching each 
other across schools. 

 Subject-specific CPD – offered out for paying 
schools to attend. 

 Knowledge exchange – research undertaken 
by Sharon and Janet (and teams) published, 
shared at conferences. 

 Identifying needs of individuals in teams (underachievers, outstanding teachers, etc). 
 Observations of ITT staff, learning walks of teams, coaching observations of weaker staff. 
 Coaching of weaker staff/training plans developed, liaising and supporting work of central leaders and school LT. 
 TSA – leadership training. 
 Primary and secondary staff and students working across schools (staff initially, then students). 
 Praise/rewarding staff – strategies developed in Y1 (termly bulletin). 
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The modular 
curriculum 

 Maths – review KS3 curriculum (building 
up to new maths GCSE). 

 Fitting curriculum to new learning cycles. 
 Exploring how primaries are doing this (St 

Anne’s already do this). 

 Science – review KS3 curriculum 
(building up to new science GCSE). 

 Developing spiral learning; 
transitioning from Y1-11 seamlessly. 

 Industrial support to put learning further into 
context. 

 Science – Y11 to plan and refine. 2017 first year sitting new GCSE. 
 Maths – lower school planning (Priory), assess need at Worle. 
 Reflecting on exam results and what needs to further happen across the curriculum. 
 Visits to other schools for ideas (research). 

 Attend conferences. 
 Complete research. 
 Exam board meetings. 
 Becoming examiners for subjects. 
 Liaising with NC and school leadership – changing priorities. 

 

 Research what is happening in schools – 
where are the gaps. 

 Analyse how the curriculum is 
differentiated to ensure all groups make 
progress. 

 Lesson in a box (sci). 
 Primaries share expertise in putting 

learning in context and how they deliver 
their curriculum (impact on delivery at 
secondary-level). 

 Enrichment developed in conjunction 
with secondary schools. 

 Review SoLs to ensure spiral learning 
that allows good transition between 
key stages. 

 Subject-specific CPD for all teachers. 
 Develop staff supporting staff across 

primaries and between phases. 

 Subject-specific CPD for all teachers offered out 
for paying schools to attend. 

 Strategies for closing the gap in 
underachievement continue to be developed 
based upon where underachievement gaps are 
identified and progress in Years 1 & 2 

 Support non-specialists in how/what to deliver. 
 

 Map maths and sci curriculum – 
identifying cross-over and timings. 

 Outreach with universities. 
 Cross-school sharing between 

teachers. 
 Bids for money to run enrichment & 

improving learning environments. 

 PLT platform for sharing. 
 Bids for money to run enrichment & improving 

learning environments. 
 

 Develop maths content in science (supporting science colleagues). 
 Develop context in maths with ideas from sci (supporting maths colleagues). 
 Sharing ideas and resources. 
 Sharon and Janet working loosely together to foster links. 
 STEM enrichment across all schools. 
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The School Charity for 2017-18 is 

ATAXIA UK 
 

Ataxia is the name given to a group of conditions that 

can affect people's nervous systems.  

 

Anyone of any age can get ataxia. There are over 10,000 

people with ataxia in the UK today. Many of them 

children.  

 

Ataxia affects people's balance and the way they talk, 

walk and move.  

 

It can make them feel very unsteady on their feet and as 

they get older, it usually gets a lot worse and causes lots 

more health problems.  

 

So far, no one has found a cure for ataxia.  
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‘STUDENTS FIRST’ ‘CHERISHING STAFF’ 


